LOYALTY, MOTIVATIONAL AND GAMIFICATION
PLATFORMS FOR BUSINESS

GAMIFICATION
HAS MORE THAN
ONE NAME
When we talk about the topic of gamiﬁcation, it turns out that every one of us has a different
idea of it. Nothing odd about that. It is a very broad concept involving different phenomena.
We assume that you already know a lot about gamiﬁcation, but just in case, we remind that,
in general terms, it is utilizing game mechanisms outside the game. In fact, a teacher who
tells his students a riddle, gamiﬁes his class in some way. Using leaderboards to motivate
employees is gamiﬁcation, too, yet in a basic, simpliﬁed form.

We, on the other hand, would like to interest you with
a competition in a more advanced version. We will try
to convince you that attempts to integrate business tasks
with a classical computer game produce excellent results.
Where do such good results come from?

MORE GAME
IN GAMIFICATION
Emotions it brings, not points, levels or leaderboards – being only means
to an end, are the key for gamification.

KNOWLEDGE
SENSE OF MEANING
BELONGING TO A GROUP
MASTERY
SATISFACTION
FREEDOM OF CHOICE
FUN

BADGES
POINTS
LEVELS
PENALTIES
TABLES
TASKS

This is why our gamification platforms have
a very advanced playable part. In practice, they
are games of the level similar to the level of professional
online games formats.

81%
Among other highly rated companies,
but outside the top hundred, the factor was only

62%

employees of FORTUNE magazine
„100 Best Companies to Work For”
list admitted that they work
in „fun” enviroment.

GAME WORLD
AND BUSINESS TASKS
You certainly know or at least you have heard about the names of such games as Sim City, Settlers,
Big Farm, Clash of Kings, Grepolis or Age of Empires. Each and every one of them refers,
to a greater or lesser extent, to one of the classical formats, that is building a city, settlement,
managing a farm, or waging war. The most popular of them – League of Legends gathers 27 million
players each day. Many of them spend real money in order to make faster progress in the game. The
average annual spend among the players paying for Game of War is 550 USD.
When you get hooked on the game you will do a lot too… Exactly! Win? Not necessarily,
usually just to derive the greatest pleasure possible from the progress in the game.
Do you think you can mobilize yourself at work at least a bit more in order to be a better player?
If you are not an exception, the answer is yes!

DOPED
BRAIN

Why do games get us hooked so much? It is simple.

Games refer to our basic needs of self-determination, acceptance and acquiring.
They stimulate the reward center in the brain which controls motivation and behavior.
If the brain receives enough pleasant stimuli we enter the so-called Flow state. We focus then entirely
on a speciﬁc task, for the very pleasure derived from it.
If you happened to glance at your watch during gaming and get astonished with how much time
had passed you know exactly what we are talking about.

„

Our brains get used to seeking
rewards (reinforcements),
thanks to which we feel
accepted, attractive, important
and socially integrated'
Nir Eyal, Ryan Hoover
‘Hooked: How to Build Habit-Forming Products’

IS GAMIFICATION
A GOOD IDEA
FOR ME?
Gamiﬁcation will not solve all your problems in a magical way. If your employees do not take the
required actions, simply because they cannot do something, it is rather worth thinking about raising
their qualiﬁcations. If they lack time, reorganizing their work day or enlarging the team will certainly
produce better results. However, if the problem lies in motivation, gamiﬁcation is probably
the best tool you can use. Why?

According to the research carried out
by Badgeville – an American gamification platform
and Make Their Day – a company dealing with
motivating employees

90%

of employees considered the fun elements
at work very motivating

76%
71%

of employees identified the possibility of development
as one of the main causes of remaining in the company
employees admitted that the most valuable recognition
of their work they had received was of non-financial character

WHAT IS MOTIVATION
ON OUR GAMIFICATION
PLATFORMS LIKE?
FUN ELEMENTS
- advanced playable part
- interweaving of real and game world
- competitions and storyline twists and turns
- interactions with players

POSSIBILITIES OF DEVELOPMENT
- dozens of levels of city development
- free choice of development strategy
- knowledge quizzes
- measurable work progress

POSSIBILITIES OF DEVELOPMENT
- instant feedback from employees
- real and virtual prizes

AN ALTERNATIVE
TO LOYALTY PROGRAMS
AND…
This is why each of our gamiﬁcation platforms works so well as a motivational tool for
sales forces and external distributors. It is best to begin considering it as an alternative
to a competition, B2B promotional campaign, evolution of a loyalty program or a bonus
system.
Our experience shows us that participation in the game improves engagement at work,
inﬂuences effectiveness, builds the atmosphere of collaboration, gives lots of good
emotions. Moreover, in case the number of the addressees of the gamiﬁcation
project reaches 300 - 500, the costs of the project per participant become
exceptionally favorable. And the priority effect can still be expected nowadays.

THE BIGGER THE SALES
THE MORE BRICKS
Players on our gamiﬁcation platforms rebuild or develop a virtual world. Examples may
include a city, a farm a treasure island or any other format. The creation depends on
the storyline. The persons who fulﬁll the sales targets best receive the biggest
number of virtual bricks. The more bricks the bigger possibilities in the game.
It is only with the help of them that a player can develop the world and achieve next
levels. The correlation between the level of engagement and fulﬁlling the targets
is evident.
The sales targets are nothing else than assigned KPIs out of which a -portion
is compulsory and a -portion is selectable from a broader list. In addition, we also
use such mechanisms as monthly sales tasks leaderboards and sales league, that
is a synthetic indicator evaluating departments or regions.

PLAYABLE PART
ON THE LEVEL
OF PROFESSIONAL
ONLINE GAMES
The possibilities to develop the virtual world on our platforms are as great as in the case of professional
online games. While building a virtual world one must care for its sustainable development in terms of various
parameters e.g. population, inhabitants' satisfaction, supplies accessibility of work, entertainment and health
protection. Particular buildings inﬂuence different parameters. There is no single best way of development.
The games are designed for several dozens of levels and the players, depending on the size of the
project, can even have several hundred different buildings at their disposal.
The very development is not everything. We create additional challenges for players and we broaden the
functionalities tailored to the created storyline. For example: the players who were supposed to develop a farm
had to supply food to football players taking part in the national team training camp in their virtual world.

THE ELEMENTS
OF SURPRISE
We utilize the element of surprise to increase the engagement of gamers very often. We prepare storyline twists
and turns, competitions and we combine virtual and real world in a smart way. Imagine the emotions
of a player who receives bottles of drinks from his freshly 'established' virtual bar delivered by courier service.
Not enough? Then how would he feel when he wins a trip to a real Formula One Grand Prix after winning
on a virtual circuit? These are only some of our implemented ideas.
We also got surprised by players. Some of them set their alarm clocks for the middle of the night to take action
at the platform as soon as possible, they called sales representatives with moral dilemmas concerning their game
characters and one person even created a hymn of praise to the game world we had created.

SPECTACULAR
EFFECTS

EXPECTED
LEVEL

CHALLENGE
LEVEL

IMPLEMENTATION
LEVEL

RECRUITMENT OF EMPLOYEES TO THE GAME
65%

We would like to show you the results we have achieved
while designing a gamification platform, taking into account
the specificities of one of our clients.

80%

97%

In this case 97%
equals over 1 100 employees.

ACTIVITY IN THE GAME
Luring employees into the game is only the beginning.It is an art to maintain their attention
and engagement during the whole project. Look how we did!
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During the year the main KPI
was exceeded by

5%

VIRTUAL BENEFITS
OR REAL PRIZES?
For completing the business tasks the participants also received, besides bricks,
gold coins which could be exchanged for real prizes availablein a standard catalogue.
The values were symbolic – 4-5 PLN for completing a single task. More could
be achieved for league leaderboards, sales league and competition tasks.

HOW DID THE PLAYERS
SPEND THE MONEY
THEY EARNED?

8%

of the budget was spent
on virtual prizes (bricks, boosted building)

38%

of participants spent their coins on virtual prizes
– the most active ones spent over 400 PLN per game

SECTORAL
EXCLUSIVITY
DEDICATED
PLATFORMS
23 YEARS
ON THE MARKET
For many years motivational and loyalty programs have been our business core. We specialize
in methods of engagement and inﬂuencing the addressees of our actions. Gamiﬁcation
mechanisms, to some extent, have always been present in our projects. Advanced gamiﬁcation
platforms are the next step of development and the reinforcement of what we have been
doing so far. They are a more developed and effective tool for achieving the goal, not an isolated
product. Therefore, it is natural for us to constantly search for and implement new elements
of the game and functionality.

Applications and modular solutions developed by us are merely starting points which
signiﬁcantly boost the initiation of a new gamiﬁcation platform. Each platform
we create is based on the business situation of a client and is an answer to their
real needs.
We add new functionalities and prepare exclusive project elements like creation,
branding and the appearance of the interface, storyline, game world, etc.

PLAY WITH US
We are successfully applying gamiﬁcation in the construction, telecom and ﬁnancial industries.
We are convinced that we can adapt our gamiﬁcation platform also to the speciﬁcity of your company
and repeat the successes to date. The tools we are going to use will improve motivation of sales forces
employees and they will translate into higher product sales.
We would like to show you even more. Let us know if we got you interested.

gamiﬁcation@oskarwegner.pl

